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Primordial black holes possibly formed in the early Universe could provide a significant fraction of the
dark matter and would be unique probes of inflation. A smoking gun for their discovery would be the
detection of a subsolar mass compact object. We argue that extreme mass-ratio inspirals will be ideal to
search for subsolar-mass black holes not only with LISA but also with third-generation ground-based
detectors such as Cosmic Explorer and the Einstein Telescope. These sources can provide unparalleled
measurements of the mass of the secondary object at a subpercent level for primordial black holes as light
as Oð0.01Þ M⊙ up to luminosity distances around hundred megaparsec and few gigaparsec for LISA and
Einstein Telescope, respectively, in a complementary frequency range. This would allow claiming, with
very high statistical confidence, the detection of a subsolar-mass black hole, which would also provide a
novel (and currently undetectable) family of sources for third-generation detectors.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.128.111104

Introduction.—Primordial black holes (PBHs) were
proposed more than 50 yr ago [1–4] as BHs possibly
formed across a vast mass range during the radiationdominated era from the collapse of very large inhomogeneities [5–8]. Besides being unique messengers for
inflation, in certain mass ranges PBHs could comprise
the entirety of the dark matter, and could seed supermassive
BHs at high redshift [9–11]. For these reasons, a robust
PBH detection would have dramatic consequences for
astrophysics, cosmology, gravitation, and particle physics.
However, detecting PBHs has proved to be extremely
challenging. On the one hand, various constraints exist for
the fraction of PBHs in dark matter [12]. On the other hand,
in certain allowed mass ranges it is hard to disentangle
the effect of a PBH from the astrophysical foreground.
A notable example are the BH mergers detected by current
and future GW interferometers. In recent years, considerable effort has been made to understand whether (at
least a fraction of) the GW events detected by LIGOVirgo so far [13,14] are of primordial origin [15–33] (see
Refs. [34,35] for reviews). While PBHs could explain the
recently detected mass-gap events (GW190814 [36] and
GW190521 [37]) and a subpopulation of PBHs is statistically preferred against certain astrophysical population
models in the latest GW catalog [33], confidently claiming
that a BH merger is of primordial origin is much more
challenging. Attempts have been made for single-event
detections using Bayesian model selection based on
0031-9007=22=128(11)=111104(6)

astrophysically or primordial-motivated different priors
[38], whereas catalog analyses could use the peculiar
mass-spin-redshift distributions predicted for PBH binaries
[21,26] or perform population studies [27–30,33].
Unfortunately, none of these strategies seem able to give
irrefutable evidence due to uncertainties in both PBH and
astrophysical models [33]. Future third-generation (3G)
detectors such as Cosmic Explorer (CE) [39] and Einstein
Telescope (ET) [40] could detect several PBH mergers
at redshift z > 30, where astrophysical-origin mergers
should not occur [30,41]. However, redshift measurements
for those cosmological sources are typically inaccurate and
prior dependent [42].
In this complex scenario, a promising road to disentangle
PBHs from astrophysical ones would be detecting a
subsolar-mass compact object, since astrophysical BHs
are expected to be born with a mass larger than the
Chandrasekhar one [43–46] (see Refs. [47–52] for constraints on subsolar objects from current GW data).
In this work, we argue that subsolar mass BHs can be
identified with unparalleled statistical confidence level if
they perform extreme mass-ratio inspirals (EMRIs) around
a supermassive BH as those detectable by the future Laser
Interferometer Space Antenna (LISA) [53] (see [54,55] for
related studies), and also as EMRIs around intermediatemass BHs which would provide a novel, currently undetectable, GW source for 3G ground-based detectors (see in
particular Ref. [49] for bounds on the merger rate of binary
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FIG. 1. SNR for EMRIs with primary mass M and subsolar secondary mass μ observed by LISA (left) and ET (right). In both cases we
have fixed the primary spin to χ ¼ 0.9, assuming luminosity distance d ¼ 100 Mpc (d ¼ 1 Gpc) and signal duration T ¼ 1 yr (T ¼ 1h)
for LISA (ET). The red solid (dashed) line identifies binaries with SNR ¼ 8 (SNR ¼ 11.3).

systems with large mass ratios and a subsolar mass
component from the LIGO-Virgo data).
Setup.—Because of their tiny mass ratio q ¼ μ=M ≪ 1,
EMRI evolution can be modeled within BH perturbation
theory [56,57], by studying the quasiadiabatic orbital
motion of a point particle with mass μ (the secondary)
around a much heavier BH with mass M (the primary). At
variance with standard EMRI studies, we shall consider
that the secondary is sufficiently lighter than a solar mass,
μ < M⊙ . We consider the leading-order adiabatic evolution, focusing on quasicircular, equatorial orbits around a
Kerr BH and neglecting the spin of the secondary. The latter
choice is motivated both because the spin of subsolar-mass
PBHs is expected to be negligible [58–60], and because
measurements of the other waveform parameters are not
significantly affected by the secondary spin [61–65], the
latter entering at first postadiabatic order.
We use the BH Perturbation Toolkit [66] to solve
Teukolsky equation with arbitrary precision and compute
the total energy flux E_ emitted by the binary. The adiabatic
evolution of the inspiral is then driven by the emitted flux
according to the evolution equations for the binary radius
and phase
dr
dr
¼ −E_
;
dt
dEorb

dΦ
M 1=2
¼ 3=2
;
dt
r þ χM3=2

ð1Þ

where we focused on prograde orbits only, and Eorb denotes
the binary orbital energy for a particle around a Kerr BH
with mass M and dimensionless angular momentum χ [67].
The initial conditions ðr0 ; Φ0 Þ to integrate Eqs. (1) are
chosen such that the secondary reaches an orbit within a
distance, rplunge , of 0.1M from the innermost stable circular
orbit (ISCO) in a given observation time T.
We then compute the corresponding GW signal using the
quadrupole approximation [61,62], taking into account the
detector pattern functions, which can be expressed in terms
of the source orientation ðθs ; ϕs Þ and spin direction ðθl ; ϕl Þ
in a solar barycentric frame, see Ref. [68] for ET and

Refs. [69,70] for LISA (henceforth we focus on ET; results
with CE [39] would be qualitatively similar). We also take
into account the phase modulation induced by the orbital
motion [71], and an effective description of both the LISA
and ET triangle configuration as a network of two L-shaped
detectors, with the second detector rotated by 45° with
respect to the first one.
The GW signal in the time domain is completely
determined by the following set of parameters:
θ⃗ ¼ ðln M; ln μ; χ; ln d; θs ; ϕs ; θl ; ϕl ; r0 ; Φ0 Þ, where d is
the luminosity distance of the source. The corresponding
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be computed from the GW
strain h as SNR ¼ hhjhi1=2 , where we have defined the
R max
usual inner product as hh1 jh2 i ¼ 4Re ffmin
½h̃1 ðfÞh̃⋆2 ðfÞ=
Sn ðfÞdf, in terms of the detector spectral density Sn, taken
from the analytical fit of Ref. [72] for LISA (also including
the confusion noise from unresolved white-dwarf binaries)
and from Ref. [40] for ET-D. For both detectors the
minimum frequency is set by requiring the binary to spend
a time T to span the frequency band up to f max when the
secondary reaches rplunge . We assume that EMRIs are
observed for T ¼ 1 yr and T ¼ 1h by LISA and by ET,
respectively.
In the limit of large SNR, the posterior distribution of the
source parameters θ⃗ can be approximated by a multivariate
Gaussian distribution centered around the true values θ̂⃗ of

the waveform parameters, with covariance Σ ¼ Γ−1 , where
Γij ¼ hð∂h=∂θi Þjð∂h=∂θj Þiθ¼θ̂ is the Fisher information
matrix. The statistical error on the ith parameter is then
given by σ i ¼ Σ1=2
ii . In the limit of large SNR, the errors
(and the inverse SNR) scale linearly with the luminosity
distance of the source.
Because of the long and computationally expensive
waveforms generated numerically in the time domain,
along with their derivatives, Fisher matrices for EMRIs
are characterized by large condition numbers, resulting in
the need of high-precision numerical methods to compute
the statistical errors accurately [73]. To this aim we have
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FIG. 2. Injected values of the secondary mass (black dots) and their 5σ interval inferred for EMRIs observed by LISA (left) and ET (right),
assuming primary spin χ ¼ 0.9 and rescaling the distance such that SNR ¼ 8. Color bands identify binaries with different values of the
primary mass. In the left panel two of the bands are too narrow to be resolved; see inset for the 5σ (half) interval in logarithmic scale.

adopted the same setup discussed in [74]. In particular, we
compute the exact GW fluxes and the Fisher matrix with
high-precision numerics, which guarantees a stable evaluation of the covariance matrix.
Results.—We apply the numerical framework discussed
above to investigate the detectability of EMRIs with a
subsolar-mass secondary. In the left panel of Fig. 1 we
show contour lines of fixed SNR for sources observed by
LISA at d ¼ 100 Mpc, as a function of their component
masses, assuming the spin of the primary χ ¼ 0.9.
(Hereafter, we fix the source angles to θs ¼ ϕs ¼ π=2
and θl ¼ ϕl ¼ π=4, although we have also checked that
random sampling their values does not significantly affect
our numerical results.) For a given M the SNR decreases
rapidly for smaller values μ, since SNR ∼ q3 in the EMRI
limit. Assuming a detection threshold SNR ¼ 8 we find
that, for the parameter space under consideration, binaries
as distant as ∼500 Mpc can be detected by LISA. For d ¼
100 Mpc only secondary BHs heavier than ∼0.05 M ⊙ can
be potentially observed. However, EMRIs with μ ∼ 0.1 M⊙
feature SNR > 8 for a broad range of primary masses and
can reach SNR as high as SNR ≈ 40 for M ≈ 106 M⊙ and
μ ≈ 0.3 M ⊙ . Assuming a larger threshold SNR ¼ 11.3,
equal to the strength of a signal observed by two aligned
detectors with SNR ¼ 8, one could potentially observe
masses larger than ∼0.1 M ⊙ and reach distances as large
as ∼400 Mpc.
The corresponding analysis for ET is shown in the right
panel of Fig. 1. Because of the different frequency band
covered by ground-based interferometers, we focus here on
intermediate-mass primaries with M ∈ ½102 ; 104  M⊙ , and
χ ¼ 0.9. Interestingly, ET’s horizon for these sources is
larger than LISA’s horizon for their supermassive counterparts: in the right panel of Fig. 1 we set d ¼ 1 Gpc. EMRIs
in this peculiar mass range would represent a new class of
astrophysical sources for 3G interferometers, that can be
observed with SNRs larger than those obtained for LISA
binaries. At d ∼ 100 Mpc ET would detect EMRIs with a
secondary as small as μ ∼ 10−2 M⊙ with SNR ≳ 20 for

M ≲ 2.5 × 103 M⊙ . Our analysis also suggests that ET can
observe subsolar mass BHs at cosmological distances: a
typical system with ðM; μÞ ¼ ð103 ; 10−1 Þ M⊙ would be
seen at the SNR threshold up to few gigaparsec. This
remarkable horizon is a peculiarity of the superior sensitivity (especially at low frequency) of 3G detectors such as
ET relative to LIGO-Virgo. For the same sources shown in
Fig. 1, the SNR in LIGO is smaller approximately by a
factor 10 to 100 depending on the primary mass and spin,
so all sources are well below the detectability threshold.
Despite their relatively low SNR, EMRIs are unique
sources since their long orbital evolution provides measurements of the source parameters with unprecedented
accuracy. This has been studied in detail only for standard
LISA EMRI sources with μ ≳ M⊙ [61,63,65,71,74–76].
Here, we extend those analyses to subsolar secondaries and
to ET for the first time. Projected constraints on the
subsolar secondary mass are shown in Fig. 2 for LISA
(left panel) and ET (right panel) and different binary
configurations, assuming χ ¼ 0.9 and a conservative value
for the threshold SNR ¼ 8 (larger thresholds will result in
even smaller errors). Our results show that both ground and
space interferometers are able to measure the mass of a
subsolar secondary component with subpercent precision
in a large region of the detectable parameter space. For
LISA, all systems with M ≲ 106 M ⊙ would provide an
indisputable identification of a subsolar component with
μ ∼ 0.1 M ⊙ , with relative uncertainties well below 0.1%.
This would allow to exclude μ ≳ M⊙ for these systems at
more than 5σ confidence level.
As shown in the right panel of Fig. 2, this picture does
not change qualitatively for the family of EMRIs that could
be observed by ET. Overall, ET will allow us to constrain
values of the secondary BH mass down to 10−2 M ⊙ for a
wide range of primary mass [M ∈ ð102 ; 104 Þ M⊙ ], with
relative errors σ μ =μ clustering below 10% for
μ ≳ 0.025 M ⊙ , which would again allow excluding μ ≳
M⊙ at more than 5σ level.
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The particular trend displayed by the errors in both
panels of Fig. 2 is due to the dependence of the initial
frequency f min in terms of μ. In particular, for large values
of the primary mass, the initial frequency approaches the
detector reach, while for smaller M, f min grows as μ
decreases for a given observing time T.
Discussion.—We showed that, if subsolar BHs exist and
form binaries around intermediate-mass and supermassive
BHs, both LISA and ET are able to detect their inspiral up
to distances of a hundred megaparsec and a few gigaparsec,
respectively, and to identify a subsolar secondary mass in
these sources at more than 5σ confidence level.
An important question concerns whether a subsolarmass detection, however robust, can be ascribed to some
compact object other than a PBH. White dwarfs and
neutron stars are formed with masses, respectively, above
≈0.2 M⊙ [77] and ≈M⊙ in standard astrophysical scenarios. Furthermore, the Roche radius for a secondary white
dwarf is larger than the ISCO of the primary when
μ ≳ 0.002ðM=103 M⊙ ÞM⊙ , implying that white dwarfs
and less compact stars (such as brown dwarfs) with μ ≈
0.2 M⊙ would be tidally disrupted before their plunge
into a BH with M ≲ 105 M⊙ . A similar conclusion holds
also for brown dwarfs [78], with characteristic masses
≈10−2 M⊙ , which would be tidally disrupted before reaching the ISCO. Therefore, a confident measurement of μ
well below the solar-mass scale would necessarily imply
new exotic physics. Arguably, the most natural explanation
for such a remarkable claim would be a population of
subsolar PBHs which, given current microlensing constraints in that mass range [79], could account for as much
as a few percent of the dark matter [12]. In certain particledark-matter scenarios solar-mass BHs can form out of
neutron star transmutation [80,81], but lighter BHs can
essentially be of primordial origin only (see, however,
Ref. [82] for models in which subsolar BHs are born out of
dark sector interactions). Another possibility could be a
subsolar exotic compact object [83], for example a boson
star [84], although also the latter should be compact enough
not to be tidally disrupted. In any case, detecting an EMRI
with μ ≪ M ⊙ would imply new groundbreaking physics
and should be included in the science case for fundamental
physics with LISA [85] and 3G GW detectors [86].
Given the impact that such a detection would have, our
study should be extended in various directions. We have
focused on a relatively conservative scenario in which the
primary’s spin is χ ¼ 0.9. A faster-spinning primary would
result in larger SNR, improving the detectability horizon by
a factor of a few for χ ¼ 0.99. Likewise, for χ ¼ 0.8 the
SNR decreases by a factor of a few relative to χ ¼ 0.9,
reducing the detectable parameter space. The errors on μ
depend on χ less significantly.
Interestingly, not only would subsolar-mass BHs around
intermediate ones provide a novel source for 3G detectors
but—given their mass ratio q ∼ 10−5 in the relevant

parameter space—they would also allow exploiting the
whole technology currently under development for standard EMRIs detectable by LISA, in particular first- and
second-order self-force calculations [57,87,88] and sophisticated parameter-estimation strategies to extract the EMRI
signal from the whole LISA data stream [76,89,90].
Likewise, we have focused on circular equatorial orbits,
but the estimated errors on the secondary mass for standard
EMRIs are similar for eccentric and inclined orbits
[61,62,75], so we expect a comparable accuracy for
EMRIs with μ ≪ M ⊙ . EMRI parameter estimation is a
challenging and open problem [62,75,76,90], which
requires developing accurate waveform models, performing
expensive statistical analysis, and also taking into account
that the EMRI events in LISA might overlap with glitches,
data gaps [91], and with several louder simultaneous
signals from supermassive BH coalescences and other
sources [89,90,92]. Detecting subsolar-mass EMRIs with
LISA would face the same challenges. In comparison,
detecting primordial-origin EMRIs with 3G detectors
should be less demanding, since the signal can be considerably shorter without compromising detectability and
parameter estimation. We have focused on a single 3G
detector, but a network of ET plus one or two CE would
further improve the overall SNR and the measurement
errors.
The possibility of detecting subsolar BHs with 3G
detectors gives further motivation to develop accurate
waveform models for intermediate mass-ratio inspirals
(IMRIs), since for μ ∼ 0.1 M ⊙ and M ∼ ð102 –103 ÞM ⊙
the mass ratio q ∼ 10−4 − 10−3 is in a range where
finite-size effects are particularly relevant. In the IMRI
regime a combination of numerical simulations, high-order
post-Newtonian and self-force calculations, as well as
effective one-body techniques, should be used for an
accurate modeling and parameter estimation [57,93–97].
Another important question concerns the detection rates
for subsolar BHs in EMRIs and IMRIs. Unfortunately, even
the rates for ordinary EMRIs are rather uncertain [75,95]
and very little is known about the case of a subsolar-mass
secondary. By assuming that PBHs follow the dark-matter
density distribution and by rescaling standard EMRI rates
to subsolar masses, Ref. [54] estimated that LISA could
detect such sources as long as the fraction of PBHs in dark
matter is a few percent. However, this conclusion relies on
some approximations that should be carefully investigated.
The rates for subsolar BHs around intermediate-mass BHs
are even more uncertain, since the population of intermediate-mass BHs is essentially unknown. However, the
recent GW190521 event [98] shows that BHs with masses
around and above hundred M⊙ form at least as a result of
previous mergers. From our analysis, a subsolar secondary
with μ ∼ few × 10−2 M⊙ around a primary with M ∼
few × 102 M ⊙ could be detected and confidently identified
by ET up to a few gigaparsec, and a two-detector ET þ CE
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network would improve this horizon approximately by
60% and would enlarge the detectable parameter space.
Finally, inspiraling binaries with subsolar components
would emit a stochastic GW background which could be
detected by LISA [99] and 3G detectors [100]. Resolving a
primordial source would break the degeneracy between the
PBH mass and abundance in the slope of the stochastic
signal [99], thus possibly unveiling the nature of the
unresolved sources.
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